
Jump into Jungala:

 The new land at

 Busch Gardens Africa

that’s an amazing

combination of all

 the jungles in the

world – and all

the surprises

they bring.

Everywhere you look,

you’ll find unexpected

adventures and up-close

animal encounters. 

Who knows? You may

even find something

looking back!
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America’s first dive coaster is

200 feet up and 90º straight down

with zero floor.

A jungle journey that 

ends in a drenching

55-foot drop.

This fun-filled log flume

takes riders of all ages

on a wild, wet trip.

Remember your day

with a SheiKra Souvenir.

This indoor/outdoor

restaurant serves up

mouth-watering barbecue.



This two-headed beast

is the area’s largest, fastest

double wooden coaster.

The perfect place for kids

with slides, rides and a

three-story tree house.

Exotic parrots and birds of prey

lead guests on an exciting,

educational journey.

A unique store dedicated

to discovery, exploration and

natural wonders.

Sample Anheuser-Busch® products,

and learn the historic brewing

process in the Brewmaster’s Club.



Dive and loop your way through

one of the world’s longest

inverted coasters.

A scenic habitat of hippos,

hyenas, baboons, crocodiles,

meerkats and more.

View hundreds of African animals

from the Serengeti Express,

Skyride and Serengeti Safari.

Visit the famous Budweiser®

Clydesdales and Super Bowl

commercial star Sprint the Donkey.

Enjoy full-table service

and a panoramic view

of the Serengeti Plain.



Journey to the heart of Africa

through song, dance, stories

and spectacle.

A scorching coaster with

daring drops, 360º loops 

and a powerful sting.

This lush forest is a naturalistic

habitat for gorillas

and chimpanzees.

An off-road adventure filled with

up-close animal encounters

 and unexpected turns.

A showplace for the senses with

grilled entrées, fresh pasta

and exotic entertainment.



Shoot straight out the top

of a waterfall, then drop

back into the crater below.

Test your strength against a white

tiger and see how powerful these

magnificent cats really are.

Enjoy multi-tiered jungle

adventures, including a zip line

created just for kids.

Challenge 100-foot plummets

and 360º spirals – all at

60 miles per hour.

Ride a 12-person raft

through the white waters

of the Congo.



Busch Gardens Africa offers
a variety of ticket options, including:

Enjoy the fun and flexibility of another visit on us when

you purchase any admission to Busch Gardens.

Visit buschgardens.com or call 1.888.800.5447 
to discover other ticket offers throughout the year 

and learn more about:

• VIP Tours
• Vacation Packages

• Day & Overnight Adventure Camps

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR OUTSTANDING PARTNERS:

We all belong to the same family. A family united in one world. And in that world, we promise: Ways to care, Ways to celebrate, Ways to connect to each other, and our world. Welcome.



It’s four blazing lanes

of head-first thrills

for four brave riders.

The ultimate family raft ride,

complete with tunnels

and waterfalls.

A water wonderland

 for little tykes with

springs and jets.

A watery maze with

a 1,000-gallon bucket that

empties on guests below.

A 17,000-square-foot pool

of fun, with waves

up to five feet high.


